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Description Stock #367836 - 2014 Newmar Canyon Star 3610! Low mileage! Meticulously
maintained! Beautiful interior with plenty of storage! Loaded and ready to
enjoy!Introducing the 2014 Canyon Star (by Newmar) 3610 - Your Perfect All-
Season RV!This 2014 Canyon Star 3610 offers a luxurious RV experience with
features that cater to all your needs. Designed for all-season use, the heated
basement ensures comfort and convenience regardless of the weather.This
spacious RV boasts 1 and 1/2 baths, providing ample facilities for you and your
guests. The interior space is thoughtfully expanded with two slides, offering a
generous living area and bedroom for a cozy retreat.Enhanced with newer tires
and fresh house and engine batteries, this RV is prepared for many more miles of
adventure. As a testament to its gentle use, this Canyon Star has only had two
owners and has been meticulously maintained, showcasing its great
condition.Furthermore, this RV is being offered with all necessary hoses and
cords, allowing you to hit the road and start your camping journey immediately.
Don't miss out on this opportunity to own a well-maintained, feature-packed 2014
Canyon Star 3610 and embrace a life of comfortable and memorable travel
experiences! Contact us now to arrange a viewing and elevate your camping
adventures.We are looking for people all over the country who share our love for
boats/RVs. If you have a passion for our product and like the idea of working from
home, please visit Careeers [dot] PopSells [dot] com to learn more.Please submit
any and ALL offers - your offer may be accepted! Submit your offer today!Reason
for selling is sellers decided this one is too big for them and they are
downsizing.You have questions? We have answers. Call us at (941) 200-1030 to
discuss this RV.Selling your RV has never been easier. At Pop RVs, we literally sell
thousands of units every year all over the country. Call (855) 273-7188 and we'll
get started selling your RV today.
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Basic information Year: 2014
Stock Number: 367836
VIN Number: rvusa-367836
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 36

Item address 03825, Barrington, New Hampshire, United States
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